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The 27th anniversary of our blind date may seem
an odd thing to celebrate, but as my husband and I
sat at a local fusion restaurant enjoying five-spice
calamari and a lovely shrimp curry for lunch, we
looked deep in each other's eyes and said this day
will always be the start of "forever more."

We've been blessed with a loving relationship that
grows year after year and is ever present through
the inevitable ups and downs of life - marriage,
kids, careers, the passing of parents and the
chemical dependency of our now 19-year-old son.

If anything could rock our relationship, it's been
our son's addiction. Yet, neither of us can think of
an event on this spiraling journey that has ever
come close to dividing us; in fact, it has
strengthened us.

Addiction has confronted us with crisis scenarios
and triage activities, philosophical and spiritual conversations. Addiction has brought out the best
and worst in us through emotional peaks and valleys. Addiction has transformed our parenting and
it has humbled us. Addiction has connected us with friends and family in deeper more meaningful
ways and it has renewed our faith. Addiction has brought us even closer as husband and wife, as
best friends. It has underscored the importance and strength that comes from unity in a quest for
sobriety that prompts division for the simple reason that addiction is a mystery with many clues but
few solutions and an overwhelming amount of advice and approaches.

Unity has been our
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saving grace.

Early in our relationship, we said we wouldn't
let life situations beyond our control threaten

our commitment to each other. We took our wedding vows to heart.

There are times we see our son's situation from different perspectives and believe that a particular
approach is best, but we've always paused to consider the other person's take and then worked for a
joint decision and expressed it to the rest of the family with a unified voice.

We know the pure, strong love from which we created our three children is the foundation for our
son's future sobriety and recovery. Love gives us reason to celebrate every day but especially on the
anniversary of the day that brought us together and led to vows of unity "forever more."

Some of the beliefs that serve our marriage and family well include:
A lifetime commitment: Addiction and recovery are long-term life hikes, so be prepared to go the

distance together.
Feel your feelings: Parenting an addict brings on intense emotions along every point on the

spectrum. There is little to gain by holding these in and there is much to gain by processing these as
individuals and as a couple.

Weigh your options: The early stages of a child's addiction often have parents in a constant state
of triage and crisis management. Emotions cloud your thinking and influence your judgment. This
is the time to think before you act, think before you speak even if you must do so quickly given the
circumstance.

Time out: Time and space provide breathing room. This allows clarity and brings serenity.
Share: There's more than enough for each of you, so divide and conquer rather than be a lone

ranger.
Trust: Know that each of you is approaching life from a loving perspective with only the best of

intentions. Trust your partner's gut feelings when decisions come down to facts and opinions with
no one answer being perfectly right or wrong.

Show your love: Hold hands. Write love notes. Snuggle at night. Embrace in the morning.
Nurture your love for each other. Love is the most healing of all feelings.

Share the path: As husband and wife, you're walking on the same parenting path but it's OK and
even expected that you might go at different paces. It's also helpful to engage a guide from time to
time who can offer insights and suggestions to keep the relationship strong when the stress of a
loved one's addiction is bound to create challenging dynamics.

Embrace: Consider willingness, open mindedness and acceptance the secret ingredients of
longevity and happiness. Addiction has a way of taking us in circles and backtracking. You may see
things differently at different times, so be willing to re-think or act differently than you might have
previously. Embrace each day as a new opportunity.
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